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AeroFS is a highly flexible and powerful cloud storage
package used by organizations of any size. It lets you store
all your files in the cloud, and access them from anywhere
in the world, with authorized users. AeroFS can generate
folders for sharing all your data with up to ten people.
This way, your organization will benefit from cross-business
folder sharing that keeps files private, as long as everyone
is in compliance with the folder access permissions. The
AeroFS remote management is based on a unique web-based
Dashboard, providing a comprehensive interface. You can
manage shared folders and computers, install and activate
client software, update the service, manage permissions,
etc. AeroFS Features: * 256-bit AES encryption * RSA-2048
ECC 512-bit * Single-file encryption * USB stick key
authentication * Online backup * MD5/SHA1/SHA256 hash *
Unlimited number of computers linked to the account * Access
permissions * Access by group * Basic administration on
client computers * Mime types are automatically handled @
freddy1837, you are right of course, i was thinking of
Documents and Settings in that example and not the Recycled
Bin @ Brodie, i also cannot find a link that describes how
to manually mount via Windows, would be great if it were
possible, please help AeroFS is a flexible cloud storage
package mainly intended for companies, allowing convenient
file sharing and streamlined content synchronization across
multiple computers. What differentiates it from other
similar services is the enhanced security, since the syncing
process is done between computers, without saving data to a
public server, where it might be intercepted by others. The
application creates a dedicated folder on your computer,
whose content is automatically synchronized to all the other
computers that are linked to your account. Furthermore, you
can easily invite anyone to join your organization (and as
such, gain access to the AeroFS shared folder), provided
they have a valid e-mail address. Thanks to the powerful
RSA-2048 and AES-256 encryption algorithms, all the files
you copy to the AeroFS folder are perfectly safe.
Furthermore, the web-based dashboard enables you to manage
linked computers and set or revoke access permissions. One
great advantage of AeroFS is that it does not impose
restrictions as far as storage space is concerned. Since
data is not stored on a central server, the only limitation
is the hard drive capacity. However, some organizations
might want
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for companies, allowing convenient file sharing and
streamlined content synchronization across multiple
computers. What differentiates it from other similar
services is the enhanced security, since the syncing process
is done between computers, without saving data to a public
server, where it might be intercepted by others. The
application creates a dedicated folder on your computer,
whose content is automatically synchronized to all the other
computers that are linked to your account. Furthermore, you
can easily invite anyone to join your organization (and as
such, gain access to the AeroFS shared folder), provided
they have a valid e-mail address. Thanks to the powerful
RSA-2048 and AES-256 encryption algorithms, all the files
you copy to the AeroFS folder are perfectly safe.
Furthermore, the web-based dashboard enables you to manage
linked computers and set or revoke access permissions. One
great advantage of AeroFS is that it does not impose
restrictions as far as storage space is concerned. Since
data is not stored on a central server, the only limitation
is the hard drive capacity. However, some organizations
might want to backup files to a single location and AeroFS
Team Server is especially designed for this purpose,
providing online backup possibilities. AeroFS makes the
concept of cloud computing adapt to the requirements of the
business environment, combining file sharing capabilities
with improved security options. Mutual authentication, end-
to-end encryption and direct synchronization are features
that can prevent unauthorized data interception, creating a
private personal cloud safe from eavesdroppers. AeroFS main
features: Click 'Join organization' to create your own
AeroFS organization. The application sends a request to the
organization’s management page. When you have received the
request and created your organization, click 'Complete
organization creation’ to get your organization ID. After
registration you’ll receive a new email that will contains
your organization ID and a unique link to your organization.
AeroFS Description: AeroFS is a flexible cloud storage
package mainly intended for companies, allowing convenient
file sharing and streamlined content synchronization across
multiple computers. What differentiates it from other
similar services is the enhanced security, since the syncing
process is done between computers, without saving data to a
public server, where it might be intercepted by others. The
application creates a dedicated folder on your computer,
whose content is automatically synchronized to all the other
computers that are linked to your account. Furthermore, you
can easily invite anyone to join your organization (and as
such, gain access to the AeroFS shared folder), provided
they have 09e8f5149f
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AeroFS is a software solution from the German company named
Bombe. Bombe is an innovative German software company which
has created the AeroFS solution. AeroFS is a user-friendly
cloud storage service that works by creating a virtual
shared folder on your desktop. This folder is then directly
synchronized to all of your linked computers. All users must
have a Bombe account. "I just purchased AeroFS this morning.
Best decision I ever made. One need not install anything
extra to create the AeroFS shared folder that automatically
and securely syncs to any number of computers via WebDAV and
can be signed out so you know who has accessed your data."
--S.T. "AeroFS is a web-based, cloud-based application that
allows you to join your network in a matter of minutes.
Using AeroFS you can effectively centralize access to your
computer's folders via a secure, encrypted web based remote
desktop interface. AeroFS offers two unique features which
do not exist on other similar network solutions: 1) end to
end encryption using AES 256 and 2) dynamic user creation
and management. The AES 256 end-to-end encryption is a key
difference from other similar applications. AES 256 provides
a "perfectly secure" end-to-end encryption solution. AES 256
prevents Man in the Middle attacks against your network
traffic. AES 256 does not require any special application to
be installed on your computer. It is only a matter of
signing into your web browser." --Eric P. DeVries, Sr.
"Sites like Dropbox, Gdrive and even Skydrive can be found
online but for those of you who want a truly secure online
storage and file sharing platform, and who aren't afraid to
do a bit of configuration, you need to go with Aerofs.This
software provides great security, is easy to use and, unlike
many other commercial products, is supported by one of the
world's leading tech companies. If you're looking for a
cloud storage solution, AeroFS is the way to go." --Mark
Craig, Founder/CEO, Freshsales "Aerofs has all the features
you look for in a secure storage environment. I particularly
liked the ability to design and/or modify a "business"
account to fit your needs.This software product is a gem. "
--Ken Vargo, Vice President, IBM "AeroFS is the most secure,
easy-to-use, file sharing solution available today

What's New in the?

“When it comes to storing data, we live in a cloud. Today,
data is everywhere, and this makes our personal lives much
more convenient than a decade ago. What we don’t realize is
that this convenience is dependent on the security of the
data storage system. You can entrust your data to a number
of cloud storage services, but how can you be sure that your
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data will be secure, and that it will be accessible at all
times? AeroFS is designed to protect your privacy and your
data by guaranteeing the highest level of security and
versatility. It can be considered to be a personal cloud.
Unlike cloud storage solutions, AeroFS gives you complete
control over your data. You can use it whenever and wherever
you need, your access to your personal cloud will always be
as safe and secure as your device. AeroFS allows multiple
computers (Windows, Mac or Linux) to synchronize their
content. This means that you can view your files on multiple
devices at any time, and that you can access them using many
different tools. You can share content with just about
anyone, providing just one password, and eliminating the
need for multiple logins. By using AeroFS, you don’t just
have access to your data wherever you are. You can also
access it on any device that is connected to the network.
This is possible using a web-based dashboard that allows you
to create, modify and remove folders, and to specify files
to be excluded from synchronization. AeroFS includes
numerous advanced security features that guarantee the safe
storage of your data. Like most cloud storage solutions, the
applications that are available for the system use security
algorithms that are specifically designed for the cloud
environment. The cryptographic keys that are used to encrypt
your files are not saved on a public server, and if they
fall into the wrong hands, they are not as much of a threat
to your data as they would be in a traditional data storage
system. This is not the only security feature that AeroFS
provides. With a dedicated server, the data stored on your
account is completely safe, and it is completely protected
against even the most intrusive external access. Nobody has
access to your data when it is in transit, and your data
will not be accessible outside of the AeroFS server. Your
personal cloud is only accessible through a private network,
and all the communication between the members of your
organization is also safe and secure.” AeroFS Menu: Create
and access folders Create shared folders and invite members
to the folder
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP/Vista/7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia 7600 GS or ATI Radeon X1950
Pro DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 18GB of available hard
drive space DVD-Drive: DVD-R (DVD-R not recommended)
Recommended: Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Memory: 4GB RAM
Graphics:
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